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House of Possession 
A Race Board and Card Game 

The Game Bits 
Here are the bits and bobs that make up your House of Possession game. 
● 1 Escape Deck 
● 1 Possession Deck 
● 1 Haunt Token 
● 12 Desperation Tokens 
● 8 Character Cards 
● 8 Character Miniatures 
● 1 Play Mat / Board 
● 1 Eight-Sided Die 
● Rules Booklet 

The Story 
You considered skipping the party and now you really wish you had. 

As with many stories that end in terror and screaming, this story begins with a calm and relaxing dinner 
on the estate of your close friend, Brett Caldwell. 

Dinner has been set on the rooftop observation deck of Brett's Victorian family estate. After dinner, the 
plan is to enjoy wine and conversation under the stars but shortly after the last glass of wine is poured, 
Brett makes an announcement. 

"Everyone, if I may have your attention please. Thank you all for coming, we are quite glad to have you." 

As Brett continues, you note a glint of malicious glee in his eyes. His behavior is odd and out of character 
and you don't think you've ever seen him give a speech or announcement before. 

"Now, please, listen well as I explain the next event, and I'll only explain once." Brett, nearly bursting 
with joy, continues as if reciting a poem. 

"It's time for the game to begin. I am sad to say, this is a game not for you but for us, you see. When we 
start up you'll find out, as you start to bleed. Find all the exits that you'll need to get out, you'll have to 
run but don't scream, cry, or pout. If you can make it past the edge of the estate, uh that's the edge, 
past the gate, you'll find we're quite willing to let you evacuate. There's just one more thing I know you 
won't like, only one of you may leave. I hope you're ready to fight!" 

As Brett finishes his strange announcement, you hear others questioning him. 
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"That is the most disturbing Dr. Seuss rhyme I have ever heard, Brett. What is wrong with you, man?" 
asks Mark Vinter. 

But the glee is gone from Brett's eyes. He stares blankly back at the others crowding around him. "Huh? 
What? How did we get up here?" 

"What is that?" You hear someone whisper. "Up there beside the chimney. What on earth is that?" 

You look up towards the massive chimney to spot what people are pointing at but the light is fading, the 
sun nearly set. It seems to be a man leaning out and peering at the party from behind the chimney, only 
his head is very large and isn't the right shape. The man's eyes cast a strange green light too, like a cats 
eyes in the moonlight. 

As the party grows silent, staring at the stranger on the roof, a woman's scream pierces the night. You 
look behind the party where the scream emanated from. Your eye catches a small, gray form with large, 
bat shaped ears and a short tail. It is dragging Elizabeth Monty through the door across the deck from 
you. As the door slams behind them, you are shocked that this small creature, no more than four feet 
tall, just pulled a fully-grown woman over thirty feet across the deck kicking and screaming. And it did so 
with the speed of an Olympic track star. 

Maxwell Fitzgerald pushes through the crowd and says to you, "Come on! We have to get Elizabeth!" As 
you take a step to follow Maxwell, things start to get really bad. 

Many people are screaming now, the terror and confusion is building as the partygoers begin to bunch 
together in the middle of the large rooftop observation deck. The strange man that had been watching 
the party from near the chimney leaps from the roof's peak all the way down to the deck. Its large, 
clawed feet pound the floor with a crashing thud that sends splinters of wood exploding through the air. 

The guests near this creature howl in terror as it stands to its full height, something more than eight feet 
tall. The large, blueish creature cocks its strange, bulbous head to one side like a dog listening to a 
peculiar sound. Then he reaches one long, sinewy arm out and palms Gregory Heckles around the waste 
like a basketball. With the other hand, the thing reaches up to the edge of the roof and pulls both itself 
and Gregory up like a Chimpanzee climbing a tree, gangly, effortless, and oblivious to Gregory Heckles' 
fists pounding furiously at its forearm. 

Cries of fear and pain intensify as odd creatures appear in various locations on the deck, snatching 
guests and moving with frightening speed. Forgetting Elizabeth Monty, you rush towards the large 
double doors leading back into the house. As the others scramble to do the same, you can hear the 
pounding of your own heart nearly as loud as the chaos raging around you. 

Right in front of you, Jenny Mathews is pulled from her feet and dragged towards the far edge of the 
deck, screaming. You see her curly red hair and bright blue eyes in stark contrast against the beast that 
pulls her away, its skin hairless, black and oily, its eyes a sickly purple. But by pulling her from your path, 
the beast has allowed you to breach the door and enter the house. 
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You sense that you aren't safe yet but now there's a chance, whereas on the roof there was none. The 
horror is just beginning as you run through the house in search of the exit that will save your life. But will 
you even make it off the third floor? 

Game Terms 
The following terms are just a quick reference. You can find more details on these terms in later sections 
of this rulebook. 

Active Player - During your turn, you are considered the Active Player. 

Attached - When you assign a Boon to an Exit card, we say that the Boon is Attached to your Exit card. 
Once a card is attached, that card cannot be moved / attached to another card. 

Choose Another Player - Whenever something in the game tells you to choose another player, you must 
choose a player other than yourself. You cannot pass or ignore this mechanic, you must choose 
someone. 

Desperate Act - This describes the abilities that each character has available to them. Each character has 
two Desperate Acts that may be used in a round. 

Hiding - When a player places their character in a room’s Closet, they are hiding. When a player hides, 
they skip or pass the Escape Phase of their turn. Discard, Possession, and Draw phases are played as 
normal. 

In Play / From Play / Play Area - These terms all refer to the cards that you have “played” face up in 
front of you. Cards that have been discarded are NOT considered In Play. 

Influence - The rooms on your play mat each have a material that the room is associated with, Metal or 
Wood. When we describe which material a room is associated with, we call it the room’s influence. So if 
a Possession card refers to a room that is associated with the material Metal, it will be written as a room 
with the “Metal Influence”. 

Metal / Wood Exit - Each Exit card is associated with a material, Metal or Wood. When an Exit is 
referred to as a “Metal Exit” or a “Wood Exit”, this refers to an Exit that is associated with that material. 

Moving Around the Table - Whenever something in the game tells you to do something while moving 
around the table, this always means to go from one player to the next moving clockwise around the 
table. This will only go around the table once. 

Play (a card) - To play a card, simply lay the card face up on the table in front of you so all other players 
can see the card. This card is now “in play”. 

Possessed - When Possession cards are played, one or more players can become possessed. When a 
player is possessed, the player cannot draw from the Escape Deck during the Active Player’s Draw Phase. 
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Possession Event - A Possession Event is what we call the actions taken to resolve a Possession card. 

Steal - Some Sin cards and Desperate Acts allow players to steal cards from other players. When you 
steal a card from another player, the card you stole (along with all cards attached to that card) 
immediately go into your play area. 

Turn Phase(s) - A Turn Phase is a step you take during your turn as the Active Player. These steps, or 
phases, must be taken in the order described in the section Turn Phases. 

Iconography 

This is the Mark of Possession icon. Whenever you play an Exit card with this symbol, you will 
draw a Possession card during your Possession Phase. 

This icon is used to indicate Tool Boons. You may attach one Tool Boon to an Exit card in your play 
area to improve that Exit’s point value. 

This icon is used to indicate Protection Boons. You may attach one Protection Boon to an Exit card 
in your play area to protect that Exit from some events and effects. 

This icon is used to indicate Sin cards. When using Sin cards, your game will take longer and is no 
longer a Crypt Monkey Studios Primer Game. Remove these cards for a shorter game. 

This is the Exit Point icon. This icon will be accompanied by a number that indicates the total Exit 
Points that the card provides. 

This is the Metal Material Icon. This icon indicates that the card type is Metal. When you see this 
icon on a room, it indicates the room has the Metal Influence. 

This is the Wood Material Icon. This icon indicates that the card type is Wood. When you see this 
icon on a room, it indicates the room has the Wood Influence. 

The Escape Deck 
The Escape Deck contains everything you need to escape these monsters before everyone else. Draw 
from this deck on each player’s turn to gather Exits and Boons that help you escape the property. 

Exits 

In House of Possession, it is all about the Exits. To get out of this demon infested mansion, you’ll need all 
the Exits you can find! 
 
You may only play one Exit card from your hand during your turn, so make it count. The Exit cards you 
have in play contribute to your total Exit Points, so it is important that you protect your Exits whenever 
you can. Any unprotected Exit cards in play are in danger of being discarded or stolen. When an Exit card 
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is discarded or stolen, you lose the exit points that Exit card was providing you. When an Exit card that 
has Boons attached to it is discarded or stolen, the Boons follow the Exit card. 

Boons 
Boons are Escape cards that improve and protect your Exit cards. You may play as many Boon cards 
during your Escape Phase as you have available Exit cards. 
  
There are two types of Boons, Protection and Tool Boons. Each Exit card may have only one of each type 
of Boon attached to it. In other words, each of your Exits in play may have one Protection Boon and one 
Tool Boon attached to it. 
 
Boons list a material type on the card that match the type of Exit the Boon may be attached to. Some 
Boons allow you to choose between attaching to an Exit with either metal or wood material. Once you 
have attached a Boon to an Exit and your Escape Phase ends, you cannot move a Boon from one Exit 
card to another. 

Protection Boons 
Your Exit cards in play that have a Protection Boon attached to them cannot be affected by Possession 
Events, Desperate Acts, or Sin cards. Protection Boons only protect the Exit card they are attached to, 
they do not protect any Boons attached to the Exit, including the Protection Boon itself. 
 
An Exit card may only have one Protection Boon attached to it. The material type listed on your Boon 
card must match the material type of the Exit card you are attaching it to. 

Tool Boons 
When you attach a Tool Boon to an Exit card, you add the exit points listed on the Tool Boon card to 
your total exit points. If an Exit card with a Tool Boon is discarded or stolen from you, you also lose the 
Tool Boon and the Exit Points listed on that Boon. 
 
An Exit card may only have one Tool Boon attached to it. The material type listed on your Boon card 
must match the material type of the Exit card you are attaching it to. 

Sins* 
Optionally, you may play House of Possession with the Sin cards. Without Sin cards, players must rely on 
their Exit cards and timing to fulfill their strategies. With the Sin cards, players can take a more active, 
and sinful, role in slowing down opponents. 

Sin cards are Escape cards, so they are shuffled into the Escape Deck. Unlike other Escape cards, Sin 
cards are played during the phase or situation described in the card text. Some Sin cards can even be 
played anytime.  
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An important note about the Sin cards: using the Sin cards can cause your games to last longer than 
fifteen minutes. House of Possession is a primer game but using the Sin cards will transform it into a 
party game. That’s fine with us, we just want you to know before you play! 

The Possession Deck 

Whenever the Active Player plays an Exit card with the Mark of Possession during their Escape Phase, 
the Active Player is required to draw the top card of the Possession Deck during their Possession Phase. 

The Possession cards in the Possession Deck start the Possession Event when they are drawn. Follow the 
Possession card instructions and, once the instructions have been completed, the Active Player’s 
Possession Phase is complete. 

It is important to note that there are other ways that Possession Events may occur. Moving your 
character into the same room as the Haunt Token and some Characters Desperate Acts can also cause a 
Possession Event. 

Playing the Game 

Game Setup 
Setting up House of Possession is fast and easy. Just follow the steps below and you’ll be racing to 
escape your demons in no time! 

1. Place the board (or play mat) in the middle of the table where all players can reach it. 
2. Shuffle the Possession Deck and place it face down on the board (or play mat) location marked 

for the Possession Deck. 
3. Shuffle the Escape Deck, deal each player one Escape card face down, and place the deck face 

down on the board (or play mat) location marked for the Escape Deck. 
4. Now it is time to make character selections. This step will provide each player with a Character 

card and the starting position of their Character on the board. Use the steps below to select and 
place characters. 

a. Moving around the table, each player will: 
i. Roll the eight-sided die, 

ii. Match the number rolled to the number printed on the Character card to select 
this character. In case of a tie, the second player rolls again until they roll a 
number that is not taken, 

iii. Place the Character card in front of you then place two Desperation Tokens in 
the locations provided, 

iv. Finally, place the Character token in the room that matches the number rolled 
on the die. 

5. There are two ways to choose from when determining the first player. 
a. The first way is to have each player roll the eight-sided die. The player with the highest 

roll will be the first player to take a turn. 
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b. Or, you can choose the “One Roll” setup. With the “One Roll” setup, you determine 
the first player by whoever rolls the lowest character # in Step 4. So, if one player rolls a 
2 (Blair Rothe) on the eight-sided die and no one rolls a 1 (Mark Vinter), the player that 
rolled a 2 will go first. 

6. The last step in setup is to place the Haunt Token. One player will roll the eight-sided die and 
place the Haunt Token in the room with the number that matches the roll. 

Hiding 
Most of the rooms on the board contain a Closet space. If the Active Player’s current room has an empty 
Closet space and they have less than five (5) cards in their hand, they may choose to skip their Escape 
Phase to Hide in the Closet. If the Active Player’s current room has another player’s character in the 
Closet space, the Active Player cannot Hide. 

When a player Hides, they skip or pass their Escape Phase and cannot play any Exit or Boon cards this 
turn. The Discard, Possession, and Draw phases are still played as normal. However, if a Possession 
Event occurs while the player’s character is hiding in the Closet, that player ignores the effects of the 
Possession card. 

Hiding does not ignore the effects of Sin cards or Desperate Acts, it only ignores the effects of 
Possession events. So if a player used a Desperate Act to randomly move a hiding character, that 
character would be moved to the new room outside of the closet. On the other hand, if a player used a 
Desperate Act to force a Possession card to be drawn, players that are hiding can still ignore the results 
of the Possession event. 

Two rooms, The Laundry Room and The Grand Staircase, do not have closets. You cannot hide if your 
character is in either of these rooms unless you have a Desperate Act that allows you to hide anyway. 

Possession Events 
Some Exit cards include the Mark of Possession (note where the symbol is placed). When the Active 
Player plays an Exit card with the Mark of Possession, a Possession card will be drawn from the 
Possession Deck during this player’s Possession Phase. 

Most Possession cards will include possession of one or more players. The event described on the 
Possession card may require possessed players to take specific actions but one effect of possession is 
always true: possessed players cannot draw during the current player’s turn. 

Once the next player’s turn begins, the possessed players are no longer possessed. These players can 
once again draw as normal as long as they don’t become possessed again before the next Draw phase. 

The Haunt 
At the beginning of each game, the Haunt Token is placed in a random room. Whenever a character 
moves into the same room as The Haunt, a Possession card is drawn by the Active Player immediately. 
This is an additional Possession Event and it does not prevent the Active Player’s normal Possession 
Phase. 
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If you move into the room with The Haunt during another player’s turn, you are considered the Active 
Player until the Possession card has been resolved. After the Possession card has been resolved, the 
player who’s turn it is again becomes the Active Player and they continue with their turn. 

Players who become possessed during The Haunt remain possessed for the rest of the turn in addition to 
any players who become possessed during the normal Possession Phase. If there are still more 
Possession Events that follow, the last possession effects will be honored but do not cancel previous 
possessions unless specifically stated that “No one is possessed”. 

Example 1: During The Haunt, two players become possessed. Then, during the normal Possession 
Phase, “No one is possessed”. In this scenario, the two players that had been possessed during The 
Haunt are no longer possessed. 

Example 2: During The Haunt, “No one is possessed”. Then, during the normal Possession Phase, “All 
players are possessed”. In this scenario, all players are possessed. 

Example 3: During The Haunt, two players become possessed. Then, during the normal Possession 
Phase, two other players become possessed. In this scenario, all four players are possessed. 

Example 4: During The Haunt, two players become possessed. Then, during the normal Possession 
Phase, “No one is possessed”. Finally, a Character’s Desperate Act causes a Possession card to be drawn 
and one player becomes possessed. In this scenario, the last player to become possessed is the 
possessed player because the second event had cleared the others of possession. 

The lesson here is that new Possession cards being drawn do not cancel a player being possessed unless 
the event specifically cancels the possession on players. And even then, additional Possession cards can 
once again make you the possessed! 

Also note that the same player can be possessed by multiple Possession cards although the effect is still 
only for the current turn. In other words, if a player is possessed during The Haunt and then again during 
the normal Possession Phase, that player is simply possessed for this turn. 

Desperate Acts 
House of Possession Characters aren’t just terrified, B-flick scream queens; there is also 
something outstanding about each one of them! 
 
Characters each have two Desperate Acts that provide players with some potential advantage 
over other players and / or the Possession Events. 
 
To use Desperate Acts, players spend Desperation Points. Each use of a character’s Desperate 
Act cost one (1) Desperation Point. Characters have two (2) Desperation Points available every 
round. At the beginning of the Escape Phase, the Active Player replenishes all of their 
Desperation Points that they spent since their last turn. 
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Desperation Points can be spent on any combination of Desperate Acts. In other words, you can 
use each of your Desperate Acts once in a round or you can choose to use the same Desperate 
Act twice. 
 
The list below includes each character and their unique Desperate Acts. 

1. Mark Vinter 
a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, on a 7 or 8 you may prevent one Metal Exit from being 

discarded or stolen. The exit you save can be any player’s Metal Exit, so you do not have 
to choose your own. 

b. Secondary: Discard 1 Metal Exit from your play area and roll the eight-sided die, then 
move your character to the room number that matches your roll. 

2. Blair Rothe 
a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, on a 7 or 8 you may prevent one Wood Exit from being 

discarded or stolen. The exit you save can be any player’s Wood Exit, so you do not have 
to choose your own. 

b. Secondary: Discard 1 Wood Exit from your play area and roll the eight-sided die, then 
move your character to the room number that matches your roll. 

3. Timothy Fellows 
a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, then move the Haunt token to the room number that 

matches your roll. Because the last thing that happens is what will occur, if you land in 
the room with the Haunt Token and use this Desperate Act, you can avoid a Possession 
card being drawn as long as the token moves to another room. If you roll the same room 
that the token is currently in, the Possession card is still drawn immediately. If, however, 
you move the Haunt Token to a room that has another player in that room, this will not 
cause a Possession card to be drawn until the next player that lands in that room as 
normal. 

b. Secondary: Discard 1 Metal Boon from your play area and draw a card from the Escape 
Deck. 

4. Sensa Eldridge 
a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, on a 7 or 8 you may hide even if your location has no 

Closet or the Closet is occupied. 
b. Secondary: Discard 1 Wood Boon from your play area and draw a card from the Escape 

Deck. 
5. Fiddler Crowley 

a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, on a 7 or 8 you may swap your character’s room with 
another character of your choice. If the other character was hiding and your character 
was not, now your character is hiding and the other character is not. 

b. Secondary: Discard 1 Boon from your hand or play area and choose another player to 
discard an Exit of your choice from their play area. The Exit you choose must be in play. 

6. Alexa Ambersilt 
a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, then move a character of your choice, other than 

yours, to the room that matches your roll. 
b. Secondary: Discard 1 Metal Exit and 1 Wood Exit from your hand or play area and 

choose another player to discard all Boons from their play area.  The Boons the other 
player discards must be in play. 

7. Della Crimm 
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a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, on a 7 or 8 you may force the Active player to draw a 
Possession card. This does NOT replace the Possession Phase. 

b. Secondary: Discard 1 Metal Boon and 1 Wood Boon from your hand or play area and 
steal an Exit from another player’s play area. The Exit you choose must be in play. 

8. Fernando Timburbaum 
a. Primary: Roll the eight-sided die, on a 7 or 8 you may prevent a Possession card from 

being drawn. You must declare this before the Possession card is drawn. 
b. Secondary: Discard 2 Boons from play to ignore the effects of a Possession card. The 

Boons you discard must be in play. 

Turn Phases 
Players take turns moving around the table clockwise, beginning with the first player and 
ending with the last player to complete a round. Each player’s turn is broken down into the 
Escape, Discard, Possession, and Draw Phases detailed below. 
 

I. Escape Phase 
• The Active Player replenishes all of their spent Desperation Points. 
• The Active Player rolls the eight-sided die and places their character in the room that 

matches their roll. 
EITHER 

• The Active Player may play one Exit card from their hand. 
• The Active Player may play as many Boons from their hand as they are able. 

OR 
•      The Active Player may hide. Players that hide cannot play any Exit or Boon cards. 

II. Discard Phase 
• Starting with the Active Player and moving around the table clockwise, players with 

more than five cards in their hand must discard down to five cards. 
III. Possession Phase 

• If the Active Player played an Exit Card with the Mark of Possession during their Escape 
Phase, the Active Player will draw the top Possession Deck card and follow that card’s 
instructions. 

IV. Draw Phase 
• Starting with the Active Player and moving around the table clockwise, players that are 

NOT possessed may draw one Escape Card. 

Escaping to Win 
Winning is simple, you just have to be the first to end your turn with a total of ten (10) or more Exit 
Points. Everyone else is trapped in a demon infested mansion for all eternity. But don’t count your Exits 
before you collect them, you have your opponents and the demons all trying to stop you. 

Example of Play 
We will use three players (Izzy, Nick and Kora) in our example of play. Our players have already placed 
the game board in between them, shuffled the Possession Deck and the Escape Deck and dealt one 
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Escape Card to each player. So now they will determine what characters they will play with and who 
gets to go first. Then we will deal out the first card to each player and follow our player’s through a few 
rounds. 
 
To start the game, our players could decide to pick their own characters and then roll the eight-sided die 
to determine who goes first. But this group prefers the “one roll” setup, so they’ll each roll the eight-
sided die once to determine their characters and who gets to go first. 
 
First, Izzy uses the eight-sided die and rolls a five (5), so she gets the fifth character, Fiddler Crowley, and 
places the Fiddler Crowley piece on room number five (5). Next, Nick also rolls a five (5). When rolling 
for characters, a tie goes to the first person that rolled the number, so Nick needs to roll again. This time 
Nick rolls a seven (7) on the eight-sided die so he receives Della Crimm as his character and places the 
piece on room number seven (7). Finally, Kora rolls a two (2) on the eight-sided die so she gets the 
character Blair Rothe and places the piece on room number two (2). 
 
When you use the “one roll” setup to start the game, the lowest number rolled goes first. So, Kora will 
go first because she rolled a two (2). Note that this roll determines the character that each player 
receives, their starting room, and the first person to take a turn. This roll does not determine order. 
After the first person completes their turn, the person on their left goes next, then the next person on 
the left and so on as turns are taken moving clockwise around the table. 
 
Now that our players have characters and have determined who is going first, it is time to place the 
Haunt Token. Kora rolls the eight-sided die and it lands on the number three (3). The Haunt Token is 
placed on room number three (3) and setup is complete, it is time to play! 
 
Player 1 (Kora): Kora has not used any Desperation Points because it is the beginning of the game, so the 
first thing she does is rolls the eight-sided die to determine where her character will be placed. She rolls 
a two (2) once again, so her character remains in room number two (2). Kora has only one (1) card to 
start the game and it is the Metal Exit card Safe Room Door. Even though she doesn’t have any 
Protection Boons to play on the card, it’s early in the game so she plays Safe Room Door. This Exit is 
worth two (2) Exit Points and does not cause a Possession Event during her Possession Phase. 
 
Kora announces that there is nothing to do in her Discard and Possession Phases so “Let’s draw!” Nick 
wants to prevent Kora from getting too far ahead of him on Exit Points, so he uses his character’s 
Primary Desperate Act which will force a Possession Event to occur immediately if he rolls a seven (7) or 
an eight (8) on the eight-sided die. Nick spends one of his Desperation Points by removing it from his 
character card to use the Desperate Act. He rolls the eight-sided die and the result is a four (4), so it 
does not force a Possession Event. However, he has another point left, so Nick spends his last point and 
rolls again. This time, he rolls a seven (7), so he has managed to force a Possession Event. He won’t have 
any more points to spend until the start of his turn but it was worth it! 
 
The Active Player always draws the Possession card, so Kora will draw from the Possession Deck. She 
groans and draws the card Torture Room from the Possession Deck. After reading the card, she smiles 
again. Torture Room causes all other players to be possessed and causes the Active Player to discard 
their entire hand, but this is the beginning of the game and Kora doesn’t have any cards in her hand. So 
the final affect is that Nick and Izzy are possessed so they cannot draw during Kora’s Draw Phase. Kora 
has no hand to discard so nothing happens to her as a result of this event. 
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Now, finally, Kora moves to her Draw Phase and, as the only player that is not possessed, she draws a 
card from the Escape Deck to end her turn. 
 
Player 2 (Nick): Moving clockwise around the table, it is now Nick’s turn. In a valiant effort to slow down 
Kora, Nick spent both of his Desperation Points. So, the first thing Nick does is replace his Desperation 
Points back on his card, now he has access to both points again! Next, he rolls the eight-sided die to 
move his character and the die roll results in a five (5). Based on this roll, Nick moves his character into 
room number five (5). Now Nick and Izzy both have their character in room number five (5). 
 
Nick and Izzy were not able to draw during Kora’s Draw Phase, so Nick still has only one card in his hand, 
the Protection Boon Holy Water. This is a great card because it can protect either a Metal or a Wood Exit 
but Nick does not have an Exit to attach the Boon to yet. Since he doesn’t have any Escape cards to play 
yet, Nick decides to hide this turn. No one is in room 5’s closet so Nick is free to move his character into 
the closet. With his character in the closet, Nick is Hiding and he can ignore the results of Possession 
Events. This won’t save him from the effects of cards and character abilities that target him or his 
character but he will be safe from the Possession Deck. 
 
No one needs to discard yet and he does not need to draw a Possession card, so Nick declares his 
Discard and Possession Phases to be over. Finally, Nick draws a card from the Escape Deck, then Izzy 
draws from the Escape Deck, and Kora draws one card from the Escape Deck last. No one was possessed 
so everyone got to draw during Nick’s Draw Phase. That’s it for Nick’s turn. 
 
Player 3 (Izzy): Izzy hasn’t spent any of her Desperation Points, so she doesn’t need to replace them on 
her card. She rolls the eight-sided die and the result is a three (3). Izzy moves her character to room 
number three (3) with a frown, the Haunt Token is in room three (3), so before she can continue with 
her turn, a Possession Event is going to happen. Once the event is resolved, she will continue with her 
turn from the point she left off. This event does not count as her Possession Phase, so it is possible that 
there could be another Possession Event if Izzy plays an Exit with the Possession icon during her Escape 
Phase. 
 
Izzy draws a card from the Possession Deck to satisfy having moved into the same room as the Haunt 
Token. The card she draws is Vindictive Gifts which first allows her, as the Active Player, to choose 
another player to be possessed. She chooses Kora to be possessed. Now Izzy has a choice to make, she 
can either choose to have the possessed player choose someone else to also be possessed and then both 
possessed players discard a card from their play area or their hand, or she can choose a room with the 
Metal Influence containing players. Players in the chosen room must remove a tool boon from each 
metal Exit that they have in play. This is an easy choice for Izzy, Kora doesn’t have any Tool Boons in play 
and Nick hasn’t played any Exits yet. She chooses the first option given on the Possession card and Kora 
chooses Nick to also be possessed (because the card does not allow her to choose Izzy). Kora and Nick 
each discard a card from their respective hands and that finishes this Possession Event. Kora and Nick 
do, however, remain possessed for all of Izzy’s turn. Even if there is not another Possession Event they 
remain possessed. 
 
Now Izzy can return to her Escape Phase. She has two Escape Cards in her hand, the Wood Exit Smoking 
Room Door and the Wood Protection Boon Remember Your Prayers. Since she has protection for this 
Exit, she will go ahead and play the Smoking Room Door and attach Remember Your Prayers to the top 
of the Exit. No one has any cards to discard, so Izzy declares her Discard Phase complete. Now we are in 
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Izzy’s Possession Phase and the Exit that she played, Smoking Room Door, does have the Mark of 
Possession, so she will draw from the Possession Deck now. 
 
Izzy draws the Possession card Failed Exorcism which first states that “No one is possessed this turn.” 
This is great for Nick and Kora, this Possession card cancels their possession. The last Possession card 
that is drawn that assigns possession always wins over possession text that came before it. That’s just 
the way the evil ball bounces! 
 
Now that we have the possession text out of the way, Izzy has a choice to make on the rest of the event 
text found on Failed Exorcism. She can either cause all players to discard their entire hand or she can 
follow the text that allows players to steal an unprotected Exit from the player on their left. Well, she 
doesn’t have any more cards in her hand, so she opts for the first event text to take place. She has 
nothing to discard, Kora has one (1) card to discard, and Nick is out of cards so he also has nothing to 
discard. 
 
Because Nick and Kora are no longer possessed, all players will draw from the Escape Deck during Izzy’s 
Draw Phase. After that, our players start a new round and it is Kora’s turn again. 
 
The players continue this way until someone can end there turn with a total of ten (10) or more Exit 
points in their play area! 
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Crypt Monkey Studios, LLC 
Crypt Monkey Studios is a publisher of role-playing games, primer games, and board & card games with 
themes of dark fantasy, horror, sci-fi, and comedy. We craft games that are easy to navigate and always 
wrapped in a colorful story, so players can be more immersed in the world while developing their own 
play-style. 
 

Learn more about Crypt Monkey Studios at: 
CryptMonkeyGames.com 
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